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Abstract: We analyze the east-bound arrival flow to Tokyo International Airport. Currently, aircraft are vectored
in the en-route sector that is adjacent to the approach area, in order to meet a metering constraint. These vectors take
place largely during the descent phase. In the future, arrival traffic shall be ‘synchronized’ in the cruise phase for less
controller workload and more fuel efficiency. Our results are a good correspondence between a simple queueing model
and empirical data, low average delays, and high prediction uncertainties of sector crossing times. This allows to identify
strategies for future traffic synchronization that are tailored to the Japanese airspace.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Arrival management at busy airports often starts al-
ready in the en-route sectors adjacent to the approach
area [1]. For example, at Tokyo International Airport,
traffic enters the approach area from three directions at
predefined metering rates. These rates assure that the
merging of the flows can be done efficiently. But in to-
day’s practice, metering the flows en-route creates high
controller workload and fuel inefficient trajectories. In
the future, traffic management coordinators (TMC) need
strategies to synchronize arrival traffic for more efficient
queue management [2, 3].

For this, they need to estimate roughly (in the order
of minutes) how much and when to delay flights in the
upstream sectors to the arrival by speed control and vec-
toring. The higher the altitude of a delay maneuver, the
more fuel efficient generally it is. On the other hand, pre-
dictions over long time horizons introduce uncertainties
(e.g. certain aircraft will still be on the ground). Since
the aim of arrival management is to use the runway ca-
pacity as efficiently as possible, such uncertainties create
a risk of under-usage of runway capacity.

Related work identifies relationships between ATFM
and en-route delays [4] and decision support tools for
traffic management coordinators [5, 6]. The drawback of
such tools is that they do not give any guarantees that
their calculations are applicable. For example, how much
airspace is necessary to absorb the predicted delays ? Or
what is the maximum delay that such a tool predicts
? The innovation in our research is that we analyze the
concept and the limitations of the distribution of en-route
delays between several sectors. In this article, we analyze
the east-bound arrivals to Tokyo International Airport,
the largest of the Japanese arrival flows.

The paper contains three parts: In the next section
we give a characterization of the traffic flow. The fol-
lowing part is an queueing analysis of delays. The last
part discusses speed control, the simplest of all traffic
synchronization strategies.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

At Tokyo Int’l Airport, which is one of the busiest
airports in Asia, traffic enters the approach area through
three gates; one one from the South, one from the West
and one from the North. On a normal day about 450
flights arrive at the airport, 70% from the South and the
West, and 30 % from the North. Usually, one runway is
available exclusively for landings.

There are two main reasons for arrival delays:

• Metering constraints at the entry gates

• Merging of flows inside the approach area

In order to protect the approach area from congestion,
aircraft are separated by 10 NM on the West and North
gates, and 20 NM on the South gate. This is larger than
the usual 5 NM separation, so delays have to be expected.
In the remainder we call such delays metering delays.
Once the aircraft entered the terminal area, the three
flows are merged into one. Delays may occur here, as
well.

In this paper we analyze the West gate because it
creates the highest metering delays. The West gate lies
inside the en-route sector T09, belonging to the Tokyo
Area Control Center. The size of T09 is approximately
150 NM x 60 NM. We selected 10 days of ‘normal’ traffic
from the months August, October and December 2008,
i.e., where no exceptional events or delays were reported.
We removed outliers by hand (about 10 % of missing
or erroneous fields in the source data), leaving us with
n=2816 flights. On a typical day, about 450 aircraft per
day enter it, and about 290 of them are arrivals to Tokyo
Int’l Airport. The main tasks for the controllers in T09
are to meter the aircraft at the gate, and to supervise
the crossing of the other ones.

Aircraft enter the sector on six different routes and
leave the sector at the metering point, which is located
at the boundary between the en-route airspace and the
terminal area. The in-flight altitudes are between FL 200
and FL 410, but the outflow occurs on flight level 160.
This means that the top of descent (tod) lies inside T09.



Table 1: Average western arrival flow to Tokyo Int’l airport (T09).

Origin Flights FLin (ft) vin (kt) FLout (ft) vout (kt) rate (min−1)

Central 137 (49 %) 291 (54) 484 (39) 155 (14) 379 (28) 0.15
South 129 (46 %) 357 (44) 507 (39) 157 (16) 382 (29) 0.15
Int’l 13 ( 5 %) 372 (37) 522 (35) 156 (14) 378 (25) 0.02
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Figure 1: Inflows into T09 by region.

Figure 2: Lateral inefficiencies.

We grouped the origins of the arriving aircraft into three
regions: 1: Central Japan (Osaka area and western Hon-
shu), 2: South Japan (Kyushu Island), 3: International
flights (China, Korea). Figure 1 shows the numbers of
aircraft entering the sector over time. We counted them
in slots of size 15 minutes. The three colors represent the
three different regions. One can see fluctuating demand
around a value of 5 aircraft per slot. Peak hours (morn-
ing and evening) are not clearly visible, but from back-
ground knowledge it can be expected that in the morning
and evening hours, a slightly higher demand exists than
during the day.

Properties of the flows per region can be seen in Table
1. Aircraft arrive roughly in equal number from Central

and South Japan, and only 5% of the flights are interna-
tional (column 2). Flights from Central Japan arrive in
average on a lower flight level (FL 291) than those from
South Japan (FL 357) or international (FL 372) (column
3). The numbers in parentheses are the standard devi-
ations in the corresponding units. The average ground
speed at the sector entry grows with the flown distance,
increasing from 484 kt, over 507 kt to 522 kt (column
4). At the sector exit, the average speed is equally about
380 kt with 27 kt standard deviation, on flight level 156
(columns 5,6). For a typical day, the inflow rates for the
three regions are about 0.15 (ac/min) for the regions 1
and 2 and 0.02 (ac/min) for the international flights (col-
umn 7). The total arrival rate is about 0.32 aircraft per
minute. The capacity at the metering point is given by
a sm = 10 NM spacing requirement. Given the average
ground speed of the flow of v̄out = 363kt, this translates
into µ = v̄out/sm = 0.61 (ac/min).

The inefficiencies due to vectoring can be seen in Fig-
ure 2. Aircraft enter T09 from the West, and are visibly
deviated from their shortest paths (cyan circle). After
leaving the sector, they turn left to towards the final ap-
proach. Again, delays may occur because of merging.

3. METERING DELAYS

The flow management center, located in Fukuoka,
continuously monitors the demand and capacity of the
airspace. If an imbalance is detected, typical measures
like ground delays and miles-in-trail, or more recent ones
like arrival slot swappings can be taken. By experience,
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the flow managers only attribute ground delays larger
than 10 minutes. Lower delays have to be absorbed dur-
ing the flight, for example by arrival vectors. The justifi-
cation for this practice is that wind and other operational
uncertainties make exact trajectory predictions difficult.
The drawback is that, when by chance too many aircraft
arrive at the terminal area at the same time, large en-
route delays occur. This creates fuel inefficiency and high
controller workload.

In this section we analyze the en-route metering
delays. The purpose of the analysis is to quantify them.
In the next section, we use these results to discuss future
strategies for more fuel efficient arrival flows. We start
with the following definition:

Definition (Metering Delay)
The difference between estimated and scheduled time of
arrival at a metering point due to a metering constraint.
The estimated time of arrival is the arrival time without
controller intervention. The scheduled time of arrival is
the time due to controller intervention, such as speed
control or vectoring.

3.1 Theoretical Metering Delays

In theory, a metering delay can be explained as fol-
lows: Let (eta1, ..., etan) be the the estimated arrival
times of the aircraft at the metering point, and mi =
sm/vi (min) the metering constraint. We express mi

here as a time, using the ground speed vi of aircraft i,
but other expressions, for example based on the aver-
age speed of all aircraft, are possible. Aircraft i will
have left the metering point sm NM behind at time tli =
wi + etai + m, where wi is its metering delay. If aircraft
i + 1 is estimated to arrive before tli, its metering delay
will be wi+1 = tli−etai+1 = wi−(etai+1−etai)+mi > 0.
If it is estimated to arrive after tli, its metering delay will
be 0. Thus:

wi+1 = max(wi − (etai+1 − etai) + mi, 0), (1)

with i ≥ 1, and w1 = 0.
Equation (1) is the natural delay relation in queueing

theory [7]. Although there are fundamental results in the
theory of queues, except for simple cases, the delay dis-
tributions are difficult to obtain [8]. On the other hand,
results for the average delays are known. In the general
case, the only assumptions on the variables in equation
(1) are that ai = etai − etai−1 and mi are sequences
of independent but identically distributed random vari-
ables with distribution functions A and M . Their means
are 1/λ (min) and 1/µ (min) and their variances are
σ2

i , i ∈ {A, B}. Then, tedious but basic operations lead
to the following upper bound for the equilibrium average
delay

E(W ) ≤
λ(σ2

A + σ2
M )

2(1 − ρ)
, (2)

where ρ = λ/µ is the system usage and E(.) is the ex-
pected value of its argument. In the special case of a
Poisson arrival flow, it is known that the bound gets strict
to

E(W ) =
λE(M2)

2(1 − ρ)
, (3)
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Figure 3: Average theoretical metering delays.

where E(M2) = σ2
M +1/µ2 [7]. For deterministic service,

the variance σ2
M is just 0. One can see that when the ar-

rival rate is fixed, delays will increase with its variability.

Our results can be seen in Figure 3. On the x-axis,
we plot the system usage ρ = λ/µ. Average delay is
plotted on the y-axis. The two almost identical curves are
M/G/1 and M/D/1 delay predictions (bold and dashed
curve); i.e Poisson arrival with general and deterministic
service. As a comparison, a classical Markovian queue
(M/M/1) queue is also displayed (pointed curve). The
reason why the two general queues predict lower delays
than the Markovian queue is that the metering constraint
of 10 NM is almost constant (we measured a squared

coefficient of variation of C2
v =

σ2

M

µ(M)2
= 0.02).

The delays depend on the average speed and spac-
ing at the sector entry (v̄in, s̄in) and at the metering
point (v̄M , s̄M ). The dimensionless system usage is then:
ρ = λ

µ
= v̄in

s̄in

s̄M

v̄M

. This means that for an alternative

inflow speed v̄′

in or a new metering constraint s̄′M , ρ′

ρ
=

v̄′

in

v̄in
=

s̄′
M

s̄M

. Thus, the change of the demand/capacity
ratio with inflow speed and metering minima is propor-
tional. Accordingly, for the inflow spacing and the out-
flow speed, the impact on system usage is indirect pro-
portional. In the figure, the dotted black line is the cur-
rent demand/capacity ratio ρ̂ = 0.53. The theoretical
average metering delay is 0.96 min The dotted red lines
correspond to ±10% system usage modifications.

We conclude that in our context, Markovian arrivals
with either general service or constant service generate
similar theoretical average delays. Generalizations to ar-
bitrary arrivals gets more complicated, and is initiated
in [9].
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Table 2: Nominal crossing times per route (radar data).

Route crossing time (min) ŵtrk (min) N

W1 15.4 (2.2) 1.5 196
W2 14.7 (0.8) 1.1 894
W3 15.3 (0.9) 0.9 449
W4 14.4 (0.6) 1.0 713
W5 15.5 (0.8) 0.7 256
W6 15.4 (0.8) 0.9 286

Total 15.1 (1.0) 1.0 2794
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Figure 4: Distance vs. time for route W2.

3.2 Empirical Metering Delays

In order to estimate metering delays, we need to know
the estimated times of arrival of each aircraft. One way
to obtain them is to compare the time, that aircraft need
to reach their destinations without metering delay with
the actual time. We call the former the nominal crossing
time and the latter the observed crossing time.

In this study, we compared two sources for the nominal
crossing times:

• flight plan data: A flight plan is a sequence of way-
points and time-points (wp1, t1), ..., (wpn, tn) indi-
cating the desired trajectory from take-off (wp1)
until arrival (wpn). The flight plan is submitted
by the airline company several hours prior to the
departure. This means that it is possible to take
into account the weather conditions and aerody-
namic parameters, such as the weight of the air-
craft. A disadvantage of flight plan information is
its low precision (its time resolution is in the unit
‘minute’).

• radar data: Radar data is available in the
form (t, lont, latt, ht, id), where t is a time-stamp,
lont, latt, ht the position of the aircraft at time t
and id a unique aircraft identifier. The time step
between successive radar data observations is 10

Table 3: Average metering delays.

Origin ŵfp ŵtrk

Central (red) 1.4 (1.8) 1.1 (1.3)
South (yellow) 1.8 (2.1) 1.0 (1.1)
Int’l (green) 2.1 (1.7) 0.8 (1.0)

Total 1.6 (2.0) 1.0 (1.2)

seconds. We extracted for every route through T09
the distance flown and time required by the air-
craft. Those with the shortest length were consid-
ered as the nominal crossing times. A disadvantage
of this approach is that aircraft of different per-
formance type and nominal crossing times under
varying wind conditions are grouped together.

Before presenting the results, a word on the data ac-
curacy seems necessary. It turned out that in the flight
plan data, a large number of flights had negative de-
lay, meaning that they used less time than predicted to
cross T09. As stated above, this suggests that the flight
plan information is inaccurate. We set negative delays
to the value 0 in this study. As far as the radar data is
concerned, Figure 4 shows an example of one of the six
routes, that we called W2, where the observed crossing
times are plotted against the flown distances inside sec-
tor T09. One can see a cluster of points in the range
160-170 NM, taking between 13.5 and 16 minutes, and
a branch with growing distance and crossing times. The
red points mark the shortest paths, where no vectors oc-
curred. We verified the selection graphically, by plotting
the corresponding lateral and vertical trajectories. The
green points mark trajectories on a flight level higher
than FL 350. No pattern can be seen, concerning al-
titude. For all six routes, the nominal crossing times
and the resulting empirical metering delays are summa-
rized in Table 2. One can see that the crossing times
lie between 14 and 15 minutes with standard deviations
between 0.6 and 0.9 min (column 2). Route W1 has a
higher standard deviation but also a lower sample size
(column 4). Column 3 shows the resulting empirical av-
erage metering delays ŵtrk. Compared to the crossing
times, the standard deviations are below 10 %. But com-
pared to the delays, these uncertainties are large enough
to double the estimated metering delay of a given flight.
The reasons for these high standard deviations are the
aircraft performances and the wind conditions: in the
winter months, a stronger west wind makes the aircraft
fly faster than during the summer. With more data, we
expect smaller standard deviations, but a more detailed
estimation of the estimated times of arrival, for example
with a trajectory prediction model, is necessary for more
accurate results.

Having this said, the delay histograms can be seen in
Figures 5 and 6. The colors represent the fraction of
aircraft from the corresponding flows with a given delay.
Both distributions are in the range of 0 to approximately
7 minutes. They both drop sharply with increasing de-
lays. The black lines are the simulated delay distribu-
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Table 4: Delay frequencies per region.
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Figure 5: Empirical Metering Delay. Flight plan.

tions of a queuing model with exponential inter-arrivals
and deterministic service at 10 NM. The parameters were
λ = 0.32 (min−1) and µ = 0.61 (min−1), as we estimated
in section 2. These models slightly under-predict the ob-
served delays, except the smallest ones. This is expected
because in reality, separation sometimes exceeds 10 NM,
for example when a following aircraft has a higher ground
speed than its leading aircraft.

The delay probabilities for the two flows (Central
Japan and South Japan) are illustrated in Table 4. One
can see that the distributions are equal in the intervals
[0,1] and ]5,6] min. But the delay frequencies for the flow
from Central Japan (row 1) are slightly higher for the de-
lays between 3 and 5 minutes (0.05 vs. 0.04 and 0.02 vs.
0.01) than in the flow from South Japan (row 2). A rea-
son for this is that certain routes allow for more vectoring
than others and that aircraft from Central Japan arrive
more frequently on these routes than aircraft from the
South. Compared with the simulated delays of a Poisson-
Deterministic queue (row 3), an under-prediction of de-
lays, except for the smallest ones, can be seen.

The average delays inside T09 are compared in Table
3. The delays based on flight plan information ŵfp are
1.4, 1.8 and 2.1 minutes for the three regions (Central,
South, Int’l), respectively. Their standard deviation are
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Figure 6: Empirical Metering Delay. Radar data.

about 2 minutes (column 1). The delays based on radar
data ŵtrk are throughout lower: 1.1, 1,0 and 0.8 minutes
for the three regions with standard deviations about 1
minute (column 2). The total average on flight plan in-
formation is 1.6 minutes, whereas the total average on
radar data is 1.0 minutes. For comparison with the the-
oretical delays: a queue with Poisson arrival and deter-
ministic service (10 NM) would generate 0.95 minutes
of average delay. Since theoretical delays are the mini-
mal delays, observing that the radar delay is about 5 %
higher than the queueing delay is not surprising.

We conclude the section on metering delays that (i)
a simple queueing model captures the essential charac-
teristics of the observed metering delays, (ii) that the
flows from the different regions have slightly different de-
lay patterns, depending on the routes they generally use,
and (iii) that the radar data seems more accurate than
the flight plan data,

4. OUTLOOK ON TRAFFIC

SYNCHRONIZATION

In the future, trajectory-based operations (TBO)
promise more accurate executions of planned flights
[10, 11]. The common picture then is to identify the
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Table 5: Required airspace and time for speed control.

Origin vin (kt) ŵ (min) s (NM) tc (min) airborne (min) ratio

Central 484 (39) 1.1 (0.75) 79.9 ± 65.3 11 ± 7.5 23.3 (6.0) 47.8 %
South 507 (39) 1.0 (0.75) 76.1 ± 67.3 10 ± 7.5 44.2 (3.2) 22.7 %
Int’l 522 (35) 0.8 (0.75) 62.6 ± 66.9 8 ± 7.5 59.1 (20.3) 13.6 %

times, at which aircraft should cross certain points in the
airspace, such that the flows become more regular. ICAO
calls this concept ‘traffic synchronization’, and character-
izes it as a tactical flow measure because it takes place in
the shortest of the flow management time horizons [2].

The simplest traffic synchronization strategy is speed
control during the cruise phase, creating low additional
workload for controllers and the crew. When ti is the
time to fly a distance s at speed v, and tki is the time
at reduced speed kv (0 < k < 1) then the required de-

lay w = tki − ti = s(1−k)
kv

. Thus, the required distance
to absorb w minutes of delay at reduced speed kv is
s = kvw

1−k
. Accordingly, aircraft i will reduce its cruise

speed tc = s/kv = w/(1 − k) minutes before the sector
entry. In reality, pilots will use the flight management
system (FMS) to follow their optimized speed profiles.
As stated in the introduction, a traffic management coor-
dinator needs to know roughly how much delay to expect
and how to distribute it in the airspace. This justifies the
simplification in our study.

The major uncertainties in our measurements were the
speed variations and the empirical delays. Minor uncer-
tainty factors include the position errors of the radar data
and the quantization error in the data recording. For the
speed variations, we had standard deviation of around 39
kt in the three regions. The empirical delays depended
on the nominal trajectories. In our measurements, the
standard deviations of the sector traversal times of the
nominal trajectories were between between 0.6 and 0.9
min per route (see Table 2).

Taking these uncertainties into account, we calculated
the average distances and times for speed control at a
speed reduction of 10 % for the delay values obtained in
the previous section. The results can be seen in Table
5. For example, allowing for uncertainties in the range of
one standard deviation, the flow from Central Japan (row
1) has an average arrival ground speed of 484 kt, with
a standard deviation of 39 kt (column 2). Its average
metering delay is 1.1. min, with an estimation error of ±
45 sec which we selected as an average of the measured
uncertainties (column 3). In order to absorb this delay,
an average required distance of 79.9 NM ± 65.3 NM ,
or equivalently 11 min ± 7.5 min of reduced speed prior
to the estimated time of arrival at the sector entry are
necessary (columns 4,5). The average airborne time of
the flow is 23.3 min with a standard deviation of 6 min
(column 6). Thus, aircraft would have to fly at reduced
cruise speed for almost 50 % of the time (column 7).
Better ratios are obtained for the flows from South Japan
and international, with 22.6 % and 13.5 % respectively.

Clearly, the current uncertainties in the delay estima-

tion are unsatisfactory. In the future, precise trajectory
predictions are necessary to evaluate the concept and lim-
itation of en-route trajectory control. Based on our es-
timations, we can conclude that the flows from Kyushu
and International have a chance to be controlled by speed
control. For the flow from Central Japan, precise flight
management systems will be necessary (allowing speed
control during climb), or more complex speed control, in-
cluding en-route vectoring, or a better balance between
ground delays and en-route delays will be necessary. All
this is currently under study, see for example [9].

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analyzed metering delays in a
Japanese arrival flow. The purpose of the analysis was
to quantify them. Based on this, we discussed a strat-
egy to absorb metering delays during the cruise phase
instead of the descent phase as it it today’s practice.
Our main results were (i) a good correspondence between
a queueing model and empirical data, (ii) low average
delays, and (iii) high prediction uncertainties of sector
crossing times. The results indicate that the traffic flows
from South Japan and International are candidates for
en-route speed control, while for the flow from Central
Honshu, a balancing strategy between ground and en-
route delay might be useful.
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